


      lazer the dragon knows magic spells–
his powers can’t go wrong.
All he needs is his favorite ball, 
and a snack to keep him strong!

       ike a dragon guards its hoard,
Blazer guards your room!
He’s also quite the dancer–
just watch him twist and zoom!
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Follow That Ball!: 

CODE

to make Blazer follow his ball!

Dragon Chow:

CODE

to make Blazer chow down!

Guard Dragon:

CODE

to make Blazer patrol your room!

Dance Party:

CODE

to make Blazer dance!



      rom spewing molten lava to showing his emotions,
Blazer’s magic horn is more powerful than potions!

      lazer loves to chase his tail,
even oh-so-high,
His spells will help him romp
and play way up in the sky!
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Volcano Horn:

CODE

to make Blazer’s horn rumble!

Mood Horn: 

CODE

then wave your hand
in front of Blazer.

= Grumpy

= Surprised

= Excited

= Angry

= Tired

= Silly

Dragon Chase: 

CODE

to make Blazer chase his tail!

Dragon Flight: 

CODE

to make Blazer fly!
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      t birthday parties, Blazer sings a happy little song.
He knows other magic tunes–he hopes you’ll play along!

       ven dragons can feel shy;
Blazer feels it too. 
But all he needs is one good nap
and Blazer’s good as new!

A

Blazing Birthday Song:

CODE

to make Blazer sing!

Dragon Song:  

CODE

then wave your hand in front
of Blazer to play the Dragon Song!

Shy Dragon:

CODE

to make Blazer shy!

Nap Time: 

CODE

to make Blazer take a nap!
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      t Blazer’s castle, there’s a big map of places where 
adventure awaits. Let’s see where he’s flying after breakfast!

Can you code
Blazer to move  
from his castle 
to his map? 

Cast Dragon Chow, then 
Dragon Flight to give 
Blazer breakfast before 
he takes off!

A
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F     irst, Blazer flies to Fire Island…where the
famous fire tornado has gone out!

“Think you can help us, Blazer?”
asked Freddie, a local fireball.

“I sure can,” said Blazer.

“Watch this!”

Can you code Blazer to swirl
in a circle to start the tornado? Cast Volcano Horn to 

light the fire tornado 
and save the day!
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       n Dragon Island, Blazer meets up with some of his friends!

“Bet you can’t hit the target with a fireball!”
said Drago, a rival dragon.

“Just watch, Drago!” Blazer said.

“I’ve been practicing!”

O

Can you code Blazer to 
follow the path and get to 
the catapult? 

Use the catapult to hit the target, 
then cast Dance Party to celebrate! 
You can also save Blazer’s fireball 
inside his
treasure chest!
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       n his last island adventure of the day, Blazer meets

real-life monsters! “The swamp creatures blocked our path!” 

said Rocky, a rock with eyes. “No sweat!” said Blazer.

“I’ll have this cleared in no time!”

O

Can you code Blazer to knock 
down the swamp creatures? 

Cast Guard Dragon to make 
sure the swamp creatures 
stay away, then Dragon Flight 
to send Blazer home!
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